Will Hart
August 13 at 9:17am

Mentioned by Reber Clark:
Dagon: War of Worlds - Dark Adventure Radio Theatre Trailer

Dagon: War of Worlds - Dark Adventure Radio Theatre Trailer
HP Lovecraft's tale of marine horror comes to life as a 1930s-style radio drama in this bold adaptation from the H. P. Lovecraft Historical Society. Download...

YOUTUBE.COM

You, Reber Clark, Jesús Navarro Stefanón, Aric Fisher and 7 others like this.

Brian Corley I saw the live performance of this at the NecronomiCon. It was pretty cool.
Yesterday at 2:08pm · Like 1

Write a comment...

Matthew Davenport
August 22 at 1:53pm

Hey all, my sequel for to The Statement of Andrew Doran (essentially Indiana Jones vs Lovecraftian Monsters), Andrew Doran at the Mountains of Madness has been produced and put up on Audible.com, and I have a ton of free coupon codes that I'm willing to trade for reviews. If you're interested, I also have a ton of codes for book one that I'll trade for honest reviews as well. So, just to clarify: Indiana Jones vs Lovecraft, 2 audio books, completely free. I mean...who's in? (also, it says books 2 and 3 when you go to the links. There is a book one, but it's meant more as a prequel. It's available for free on Amazon and it's a very short story. You only need these two books for the full adult tales of Andrew Doran.)
Andrew Doran
At the Mountains of Madness
Read by Shaun Toole
Written by Matthew Davenport

Will Hart
August 21 at 2:18pm
H. P. Lovecraft's, The Shunned House
Narrated by: Neil Hellegers
The Shunned House

Check out this great listen on Audible.com. For many years, the protagonist and his uncle, Dr. Elihu Whipple, have nurtured a dark fascination with an old, abandoned house on Benefit Street, in Providence, Rhode Island. Dr. Whipple has made...

AUDIBLE.COM

You, Innsmouth Gold and Jesús Navarro Stefanón like this.

Write a comment...

Will Hart

August 16 at 1:19pm · Edited

H. P. Lovecraft's Fungi from Yuggoth Cosmic Sonnets In Search of a Score

[FLASH UPDATE! The following was received today (17-Aug-2015) from a prominent publisher of Lovecraftian Books & Audio (Name withheld until permission is given to reveal whom they are.):

"If/when you find a composer to work with-- _______ would sure be interested in producing it for release."... See More
You, Graham Plowman, Julia Morgan, Jesús Navarro Stefanón and 4 others like this.

Will Hart Editing the above post didn't bump this up, so I'll add the update here too:

[FLASH UPDATE! The following was received today (17-Aug-2015) from a prominent publisher of Lovecraftian Books & Audio (Name withheld until permission is given to reveal who... See More

August 17 at 7:06pm · Like

Dugan Chamberlain Hmm. I've done this for amateur film. What kind of dead line? How large a score in minutes?

August 20 at 9:30pm · Unlike · 1

Will Hart Dugan, There currently is no set deadline while composers are listening to the sonnets in consideration of what they would do with each sonnet, and sets of related sonnets. One of the biggest challenges musically for this project, is the differences i... See More

August 21 at 12:20pm · Like · 1

Write a comment...
How To Experience This Week’s “NecronomiCon” Convention, Even If You Can’t Be There!

Mike Davis kindly tells you how... See More

How to experience this week's "NecronomiCon" convention, even if you can't go

If you can't go, I'll do my best to bring you there in spirit, with live video, photos, and updates. Here's how. (Also, if you're going, here's my schedule at NecronomiCon.)

LOVECRAFTZINE.COM

You, Dennis Weiler, Dave Felton and Gwen Chabot Muir like this.

Dennis Weiler We're there, Will! I'll get back about your email next week-- discussing it with Dwayne between RI adventures, believe me.

August 19 at 2:41pm · Like

Will Hart

August 17 at 9:02am

From: Jason Aiken

August 17 at 8:27am

From PulpFest 2015, The Call of Cthulhu and the Lovecraft Mythos panel.
Panelists John D. Haefele, Don Herron, Rick Lai, Tom Krabacher (moderator), and Nathan Vernon Madison explore the inspirations and origins of the Cthulhu Mythos as opposed to the Lovecraft’s Mythos and the Mythos of his contemporaries, as well as the controversies and personalities involved with these ideas over the years. ...
PulpFest 2015 - The Call of Cthulhu and the Lovecraft Mythos
Panelists John D. Haefele, Don Herron, Rick Lai, Tom Krabacher (moderator), and Nathan Vernon Madison explore the inspirations and origins of the Cthulhu...

You like this.

Ross E. Lockhart
August 17 at 7:45am

This weekend, Word Horde launched Cthulhu Fhtagn! 19 brand-new stories by 20 of the best authors working in weird fiction today. To mark the occasion, we also released this podcast of author Scott R Jones reading his contribution, "Assemblage Point." Give it a listen at the link below.

Order Cthulhu Fhtagn! wherever better books are sold.

Assemblage Point by Scott R Jones from Cthulhu Fhtagn

"Assemblage Point," by Scott R Jones, from the anthology Cthulhu Fhtagn! http://wordhorde.com/books/cthulhu-fhtagn/ (c)...

You and 2 others like this.

Julia Morgan
August 15 at 8:44am
The Tenants of Ladywell Manor
This tale by William Meikle was published in Cthulhu Unbound, volume 2. Well worth buying. William Meikle is a prolific and fun author who has a website at h...

YOUTUBE.COM

Fabian Schwarz
August 11 at 3:13am · Würzburg, Germany

TERRIBLE OLD MAN - The Messenger (Official Lyric Video)
Official lyric video for "The Messenger" from TERRIBLE OLD MAN taken from "Cosmic Poems" album 2015 in stores: 04th of September 2015...

YOUTUBE.COM

Will Hart
August 7 at 1.42am
Another Audio Jewel by Morgan Scorpion:
Dagon
H P Lovecraft's tale of ichthian horror, narrated by Morgan Scorpion.